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wine Liz Sagues

restaurant of the week

A slow route to intensity Oddly, creature
of habit opted
for his pet hate
Italian whites with extra complexity thanks to ancient technique

T

here are clever
means of
increasing the
concentration
of dry wine
in an entirely natural way –
appassimento, which involves
using partially dried grapes, or
ripasso, where fresh grapes are
macerated on the skins of those
whose juice has already been
made into wine. The technique
is most frequently used for reds
– amarone is the classic example
– but it can work wondrously well
for whites.
When I lined up ﬁve examples
of wines made in this way for
some discriminating friends it
was the sole white which won
universal acclaim. “I’d give it
six stars out of ﬁve,” was one
comment, summing up the
general opinion.
So what is this much-enjoyed
bottle? It comes from Italy’s
Veneto region, close to Verona
(home of amarone), and is a
blend of two grape varieties
which when less carefully
handled can be pretty boring –
pinot grigio and verduzzo. Here,
the latter is the appassimento
element, the grapes lightly dried
before pressing. Pure verduzzo
made in this way has its own
denomination and is sweet, but
the wine we were drinking –
Masianco 2012 – is dry.
It’s made by Masi, an
innovative developer for modern
tastes of what is a very ancient
technique. In brief summary,
what happens is that carefully
selected bunches of grapes are
picked at full ripeness, then
spread on bamboo racks indoors
during the winter. During this
slow drying – it takes between
60 and 100 days – the grapes lose
about a third of their weight,
concentrating sugars, scents and

Joseph lunches with writer Andrew Martin
who loves trains but doesn’t like spinach
■ The appassimento technique involves slow-drying the grapes
polyphenols, and gain increased
aromatic complexity.
Once shrivelled to the right
concentration, the grapes are
gently pressed and the juice
slowly fermented into 100 per
cent appassimento wine or – as
in the case of Masianco (www.
winedirect.co.uk, £11) – blended
with conventionally made wine.
It’s a technique which, argues
Masi export manager Pier
Giuseppe Torresani, gives a
clean, reﬁned character to the
resulting wine – a better result
than ripasso, which he likens to
“using a tea bag twice”.

Aromatics
Masianco’s red brother, Masi
Campoﬁorin (2010 Waitrose
£12.50, Majestic £13, two-plus
£9.75), has developed subtly
through 50 vintages. It has a
splendid intensity of ﬂavour,
alongside delicate aromatics and
a very food-welcoming character
– it’s good with tomato-based
dishes, for example.
I love it, but it wasn’t my
friends’ preferred red among four
which were remarkably diverse,
given that they all came from the
same region, comprised the same
grape varieties (corvina, rondella,
molinara), involved these
concentration techniques in one
way or another and fell within a
similar price bracket.
Rich and very appealing,

‘‘I found my job on

ﬂavoursome and elegant,
Waitrose Ripasso di Valpolicella
Classico Superiore 2011 (£12) was
the most popular. The others had
fans, too: Passimento Pasqua
2011(Majestic, £12, two-plus £9)
with a love or hate label and
a Marmite character – there’s
something almost darkly yeasty
alongside the cherry fruit – and
Minini Valpolicella Ripasso 2012
(Majestic £13, two-plus £9.75),
dense and youthful.
Obviously, this was only a
small selection of the wines of
this style that are available – do
experiment.
One choice must be amarone,
another wine which divides
drinkers. I once long ago included
an example in a consumer tasting,
and one not-convinced participant
likened it to communion wine. I
could see her point, but these days
especially amarone is rarely that
sweet and often has a splendid
intense complexity which
recompenses its spiky price.
Then there are truly sweet
wines from dried grapes. Italy
offers vin santo, for example, or
passito di Pantelleria. In Spain,
rich dark sweet sherries are
made from partially dried pedro
ximenez grapes, and the list goes
on, around the wine world. Here
too, however, the shrivelling
happens – on the vine, in sunny
outdoor spaces, in dry, airy barns
– it adds dimension and character.

T

he End of Food…!
Yes indeed: here is
the future, according
to a 25-year-old
software engineer
(American, naturally) by the
name of Rob Rhinehart. He has
raised a couple of million dollars
in Silicon Valley (never to be
confused with the Vale of Health)
in order to market boring old
food’s replacement: a gloopy drink
called Soylent. This comes in the
form of powder and oil (already
your mouth is watering) which,
when blended with water, produces
an apparently doughy tasting
skinny gruel which packs in your
daily 2,000 calories. And you may
care to know that essential lipids
derive from canola oil, carbs from
the food additive maltodextrin and
protein from rice – while vitamins
and minerals are also chucked into
this enticing mix. “Traditional
food,” declares Rhinehart, “is

the fossil fuel of human energy:
inefﬁcient and unsustainable.” So I
thought that while it’s still around,
I might quickly slope off to a
restaurant to get some down me.

Carnivore
Peter’s is on Fairfax Road, quite
near Waitrose and at the far end
of the corner that boasts the latest
closed down post ofﬁce. Peter’s
has form: it started life as the
much-loved Chateaubriand in
Belsize Village, then moved to this
site where for years it was called
Peter’s Chateaubriand, after its
owner. A couple of years ago I
took a dedicated carnivore there
for dinner: chateaubriand was
not on the menu, nor steak of any
description. What we did eat, I
tremble to recall, was dire beyond
dire – amid 1970s boarding house
décor, the only other occupied
table being a quartet of oldies
whose conversation was wholly

I cook to a very mediocre standard. Delia’s
sausages in red wine is a standard. I once took
the book to the supermarket so I could buy the
exact ingredients, then left it on the bus. So I
hailed a taxi to chase the bus to get my Delia back
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Joseph Connolly at Peter’s
Belle. He has also written a book
called How to Get Things Really
Flat: a Man’s Guide to Ironing,
Dusting and Other Household
Arts. Now Andrew is one of these
things called Yorkshiremen –
not normally associated with
domesticity. “I like habits,” he says.
“I cook every day, I cycle every
day, I write every day.” Where
does he write? “In bed, mostly.”
His habits extend to food: “I have
a poached egg every morning. I
hate muesli.” His lunch habitually
comprises a tin of tomato soup, a
cheese sandwich and a chocolate
biscuit. For this lunch, however,
he was kicking off with smoked
salmon (“but it’s not very Italian,
is it…?”) and wanted to follow
with sea bass but decided against
it because it’s not very Italian – so
instead went for pollo milanese,
with sauté potatoes. Something
green…? “Maybe spinach. My wife
makes me eat spinach. I don’t like
it.” So … no spinach, then? “No –
I’ll have the spinach.” I was having
veal milanese with tagliatelle
bolognese – technically all wrong,
of course, but actually a winning
combination, if you can get it.

Blacksmiths

■ Joseph with author Andrew Martin at Peter’s in Fairfax Road
concerned with prescription
drugs, colostomy and the irritable
bowel. Now, however, it is part of
the Villa Bianca chainlet, which
has kept the “Peter’s”, dumped the
“Chateaubriand”, and come up
with a bright and inviting Italian
pizzeria and restaurant – the levels
of cooking and pricing pitched
very neatly between the ﬂagship
and its little sister in Heath Street,
Piccola.
My guest was the author
Andrew Martin, who had cycled
down from Highgate, where he
has lived for 20 years with his wife
Lisa – an adviser on education –
and two sons (both of whom are
alumni of Highgate School). In
the window of Peter’s, a fellow is

deftly twirling a pizza base above
his head – all rather reminiscent
of Tom Cruise’s consummate
adeptness with bottles of booze in
Cocktail, not to say those idiotic
people who used to set dozens of
plates spinning atop the ends of
rods, this – in the days of Sunday
Night at the London Palladium –
passing for entertainment. Black
marble circular tables, 1950s-style
colourful pendants and a raised
section to the rear with burgundy
banquettes and pretty small
stained glass windows – not to
mention a tiny piano: this will
be seen either as a jolly addition,
or else strike fear in the heart,
according to one’s disposition. The
menu is huge: 18 starters, same

The smoked salmon was very
generous – unusually pale, and
enjoyed by Andrew: “zingy”, he
said. I had antipasti – no fewer
than 12 pieces of salami, ham
and prosciutto, together with
Picture: Polly Hancock leaves and very good black olives:
the meats were pleasant, but
unexceptional. Does Andrew enjoy
again of pizza, eight meat dishes,
four ﬁsh and ﬁve varieties of pasta the life of a Highgate writer? “I
offered with any of 10 sauces. Also think I’d prefer Hampstead – but
yes. I love not having to go to an
something called “Lasange” –
which maybe is ﬁllets of Wikileaks ofﬁce. Though I feel I am locked in
a battle with my own fate. Writers
founder (poached). Decent house
are like blacksmiths in 1958: what
wine is offered at £4 a glass – or as
is the future? I never read my
a real deal at £14 the bottle.
reviews. I have never googled my
I have known Andrew for
name.” He enjoyed the very large
quite a few years (we shared
portion of chicken (“what is good
the publisher Faber and Faber)
is that the breadcrumbs don’t
and he is now the author of 11
ﬂake off ”) and left the spinach …
novels, most of them featuring a
because he doesn’t like it, you see.
Victorian railway detective called
My veal was a little too thin, but
Jim Stringer. Railways feature
nicely done with al dente pasta
large with Andrew – he has also
and a superb bolognese sauce. I
published a history of the Tube,
asked Andrew about his attitude to
his next book being Belles and
Whistles, looking back on such old restaurants and cooking. “We go to
Café Rouge once a week. That’s it. I
glories as the fabulous Brighton

cook to a very mediocre standard,
and follow the recipe to the letter.
Delia’s sausages in red wine is a
standard. I once took the book to
the supermarket so that I could
buy the exact ingredients, then I
left it on the bus. So I hailed a taxi
to chase the bus so that I could get
my Delia back.” Uh-huh: and your
wife…? Does she cook at all…? “Not
if I can help it. But she’s very good
at meringues…”
He has just completed a novel
called Crimes of the Super-Rich:
the Yellow Diamond. Why that
subject, I wondered. “Oh because I
love rich. I’ve always wanted to be
rich. I’d buy an Aston Martin DB5,
James Bond’s car. And a house in
Nice. And a sea captain’s house in
Whitby. A yacht – a full rigged tea
clipper. Might get a Rolls-Royce as
well – because then I’d get more
respect than I do in my Skoda. I’d
quite like to be like Jeffrey Archer,
really. I’d also like to be a farmer.
And a detective. I could never be
a criminal though, because I’m
scared of the police”.
I had very good vanilla and
chocolate ice cream, attractively
presented with fresh strawberry
and two biscotti. “I’ll have
tiramisu,” said Andrew. “I’ve only
had the ones in plastic pots.” He
thought it better than the ones
in plastic pots, though lacking in
booziness: maybe – in common
with himself – he felt that it was
just simply nowhere near rich
enough.
■ Joseph Connolly’s latest novel,
Boys and Girls, is published by
Quercus. All previous restaurant
reviews may be viewed on the website
www.josephconnolly.co.uk.

FACTFILE

■ PETER’S
65 Fairfax Road, NW6
Tel: 020 7624 58
■ Open Monday-Saturday noon11pm, Sunday noon-5pm.
■ Food: ★★★★★★★✩✩✩
■ Service: ★★★★★★★★✩✩
■ The Feeling: ★★★★★★★✩✩✩
■ Cost: Really very reasonable.
About £85 for three-course meal
for two with house wine.

